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Ansryer onlv five ouestions:

1. a) Prove that the frequency of vibrating single mess tied at the middle of string depends on the tensile strength.

b) Let the displacement of the wave obtained as I y = Acos(at - kx), prove that the.refractive index of an

absorbed medium can represented by a complex quantity,

2. a) Discuss the classification of the damped oscillations, find the kinetic energy of the light damped oscillation.

b) Prove that the distinctive impedance of a tense string depends on its tensile strength in the form; Z =T / C

3. a). Find the phase difference in the LRC- circuit of the electrical forced darnped oscillations

b) Apply the eqn. of mechanical oscillat ,on, *{4 + kx =0 to find the validity of the low energy conservation.

4. a) Illustrate with the eqns. the loss energy of the damped oscitlations, express the resulting eqn. in terms of

the quality factor.

b) Find the parameter on which the gained potential energy of an element of a tense string depends.

5. a) Use the eqn. of the electrical forced damped oscillation: 
# .:#. *, = Eo exp(iot) to find the amptitude

and current flowing through the LRC-circuit.

b) Apply the eqn. of the propagation wave in one dimension: y = Acos(ot - kx)to express the wave

displacement as a function of the phase constant (* ) and frequency (ar).

6. a) Compare between the mechanical and electrical parameters of the forced damped oscillations.

b) consider a periodic force; Foexp(iat)acts at a certain contact position (x= 0)ofa tense string, express the incident,

reflected, and transmitted wave eqns. Determine the. transmitted and reflected factors and find the condition
of totally reflections.
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e the comect aRswer:

1" physies isthe scieneewhich studythe properties sf ,." (A) materials {E} sound ({:) *ll of,the above

?" lsature is ..."..: (A) *steri*l. lBlenerg' {{)alf o'{'the uhot't'

B. ENectrodynamics, thernrodynamies & electromagnetism are { A) mortarn phys. (B) cla,csicaf pria3r5

" Fhysics €an ,......, time & space (A) tneasure (B) define

" Relativity deals wlth .".."" i (A )atoms & nucleus (B)stars & planets ({) alt of rhe above

ln Galileo's transformations one observer will measure a time ,.".... the other observer tirne
(A) larger than (B) smaller than (C)equal ta

?, t-aws of adding and subtracting ...... to sound waves. (A) tloes not apply (B) sometimes apply (c) Alt4)sj's $ppb'

" The final result sf the Michelson-Morley experiment demonstrated that the speed of light in vacuum or air !s:

(A) constant (B) vlriable (C) dependent on obseruational movernent

. Reference frame is a set of coordinates that is used to determine":
{A) positiott {B} time {Q t'elocitl' (D) all tlte aboua

10" Galileo's transformations are valid only for .., velocities: {A) lo*' {fi} hisk

11. Ef eetron Volt unit is a unit of: (A) potential dffirence G) Charge {C) Energy

12.fin:eisred1rcedifthespeedisapproachingthespeedof light andthisapplies toa,""""observer

{A.) stsric (B) moving at high speed (C) moving at regwlar crcceleration

3, For low speeds, the value otwfmois (4 'L (& "L {Q =L

4" Frorn yolJr pCIint of view, has the priority (A) matter (B) Ercerg7' {C) none of'thent

t5" Thermal radiation is an electromagnetic radiation that its .".,"

{A} Energy (B) intensiry^ (C) w*t elength .., 1S dependent On temperatulre

L6, CIne of the hypotheses of elassical physics is that any charged object enrits ..'radiation:

(A) Etectric {B) Magnetic (C) Electromagnetic

?" planck succeeded at tinding a relationship to interpret the blaek body spectrum

essuming that energy values are .." A) continuous (E) separate {C) relative

tE" Any absorbed energv can be released as: (A) ahsorption {B) emission {C} ligttr

1g" lnteraetion between radiation and matter is done by {A) particles {S} wilves $} pkoions

3S" Light intensity {A} contribwte (B) ctoes not contribute to eieetnoR rento\rafi fnom its *rblt

uestion Ns ? ( 10 desrees
hosse and discuss thqcorrect answer:
. Radiation emitted from sources can be cCInsidered as:

{A) energy (B) waves (C) particles (D) all of the above

" The type of lnteraction depends on the". . (A) energy {B) intensifi; of the incident Night

, Fhotons are fully absorbed and electrons are emitted:

{,4) Fkotoelectric effect (B) Compton effict (C) Fsit'prodttction

" As the photon aBproaches the nucleus field it disappears, and elernentary partieles appear.

{.4) Photoelectric effect (ts) Compton effect (C} Pair prodwctiott

i, The rCItatiCIn of the electron around the nucleus (A) lesd to (B) tloes wot lead ts

energy radiation
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